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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the use and integration of the
Modular Audio Recognition Framework (MARF) and
PureData (PD) open-source projects to achieve multiple
goals for audio (but not limited to audio-only) process-
ing. The goal of this work is to provide MARF's ca-
pabilities as a collection of externals to the PD project
via JNI/CNI interfaces as well as for PD to provide an
easy-to-use integrated graphical environment for com-
mon MARF tasks and applications. The PD patches
may later in�uence development of the MARFL lan-
guage for similar tasks (which is an independent inten-
sional language for distributed/parallel demand-driven
context array-based evaluations).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This section presents a brief introduction to theMARF

and PD projects for the unaware reader.

1.1 MARF
MARF [1, 2] is an open-source research platform and

a collection of voice/sound/text and natural language
processing (NLP) algorithms written in Java and ar-
ranged into a modular and extensible framework facili-
tating addition of new algorithms. MARF can run dis-
tributively [3] over the network or may just act as a
library in applications or be used as a source for learn-
ing and extension. A few example applications are pro-
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vided to show how to use the framework. There is also
a reasonably detailed manual and the API references
in the javadoc format as the project generally tends
to be well-documented. MARF and its applications are
open-source and hosted at SourceForge.net, where the
project's page can be found at http://marf.sf.net.
Serguei Mokhov, the author of this paper, is the founder
and a core active developer of the MARF project.

1.1.1 Algorithms
MARF has a number of algorithms implemented for

various pattern recognition and some signal processing
tasks. These include Fast Fourier Transform (used in
FFT-based �ltering as well as feature extraction [4]),
Linear Predictive Coding (used in feature extraction),
neural network (used in classi�cation), various distance
classi�ers (Chebyshev, Manhattan a.k.a city-block [5,
6], Euclidean [7], Mahalanobis [8], Di�1, Hamming [9],
and Minkowski [10]), cosine similarity measure [11], the
Zipf's Law-based classi�er [12], general probability clas-
si�er, and CFE-based 2D �lters [13].
In general,MARF's pipeline of algorithms is presented

in Figure 1, where the implemented algorithms are in
white boxes, and the stubs or in progress algorithms
are in gray. The pipeline consists of four basic stages:
sample loading, preprocessing, feature extraction, and
training/classi�cation. Being plug-in oriented, any new
implementations of those algorithms/stages can be eas-
ily added or replaced. One of the initial goals of the
MARF project was to have a framework to test and com-
pare di�erent algorithm for the pipeline stages and how
well they work together to allow researchers picking the
better combination for their needs or to test their newer
inventions against the performance of the existing im-
plementations. For the broad collection of results, com-
parisons of the runs and algorithms, etc. please refer to
the MARF's manual [1].

1.1.2 Applications
There are a number of applications that test MARF's

functionality and serve as examples of how to useMARF's

1internally developed within the project, similar in be-
havior to the Unix diff utility



Figure 1: MARF's Pattern Recognition Pipeline.

modules. Most prominent applications are the follow-
ing:

• SpeakerIdentApp � Text-Independent Speaker Iden-
ti�cation (who, gender, accent, spoken language)

• LangIdentApp � Language Identi�cation (written
language, based on the NLP techniques)

• ProbabilisticParsingApp � Probabilistic Pars-
ing of Natural Language (e.g. English)

• ZipfLawApp � Zipf's Law Statistical Study (see
[12] for more details).

Smaller and module-speci�c testing applications for
unit, regression, and functionality testing are the follow-
ing: TestFFT, TestFilters, TestLPC, TestLoaders, Test-
Math, TestNN, TestPlugin, TestSampleRecorder, Test-
WaveLoader, and Regression.
As of this writing, natively in MARF the application

are command-line based, and there only exist a rudi-
mentary GUI prototype.

1.2 PureData
Certainly, everybody knows what PureData (PD) [14]

is at the PureData Convention, but a small more formal
description in the paper is still applicable. PureData is
an open-source real-time graphical programming envi-
ronment for audio, video, and graphical processing. It
is the third major branch of the family of patcher pro-
gramming languages known as Max (Max/FTS, ISPW

Max, Max/MSP, jMax, and others) originally developed
by Miller Puckette and company at IRCAM. The core
of PD is written in C and maintained by Miller Puck-
ette and includes the work of many developers, making
the whole project very much a community e�ort. PD
has a number of �externals� (PD plug-ins) written for it
that extend the core PD functionality for artistic perfor-
mance and real-time video and audio e�ects. PureData
is also a language of the data-�ow programming lan-
guages family naturally suited for visual programming
and prototyping of signal and multimedia processing.

2. PURPOSE
Here we detail the aspects of the two projects that can

be shared between MARF and PD for mutual bene�t.

2.1 MARF for PureData
In Section 1.1.1 we listed a some of the algorithms

MARF implements as of this writing. These implemen-
tations are made readily available for PureData as ex-
ternals for use in its patches allowing quick comparison
and picking the best algorithm for the patchers' work
(depending on the task at hand, of course) in various
sound or video signal processing needs. While some of
the algorithms are already or soon will be implemented
in PD natively (e.g. FFT), availability of the alternative
implementations will allow choosing the best one after
performance comparison. Additionally, MARF's imple-
mentations can be just adapted to C as the complete
source code is available.



2.2 PureData for MARF
PD's graphical interface can serve as a decent GUI

tool for MARF users and developers alike for testing
and, even, rapid application development. Modeling
and execution of MARF's applications, for example, for
speaker, musical instrument, emotion, language identi�-
cation, and voice authentication as a set of PD patches
can be done with PD in a simpler way. Additionally,
some algorithms (source code implementation) can be
ported from PureData toMARF as well as the other way
around at the source code level.
Additionally, the MARFL language is being devel-

oped (a separate topic for a separate project and pub-
lication) to �script� MARF's tasks to allow quick MARF
application development. An ongoing evaluation and
research is being done if and how PD can in�uence the
MARFL's design.

3. MARF-PROVIDED EXTERNALS
This section briefs on the number of the PD exter-

nals originated from the mentioned (and some omitted)
MARF's algorithms.
In order to support a pipeline style execution of MARF

as in Figure 1 in a PD patch e.g. corresponding to a
speaker identi�cation application (the primary goal of
this work for MARF), the sample loading (marf_sl�),
preprocessing (marf_pr�), feature extraction (marf_fe�),
and training and classi�cation (marf_cl�) externals are
created with the corresponding inlets and outlets to ac-
cept MARF-style input of arrays and preceding in the
pipeline modules, as well as a signal type (hence the �).
Since MARF does some signal processing, it is natural
for its code to provide signal classes and externals. As
such, the dsp and performmethods are implemented for
nearly all the modules where appropriate. The outlets
provide the array, signal, and reference to self outputs to
allow further feed of data down the pipeline or MARF-
unrelated PD objects. Moreover, the entire MARF class
that hosts the pipeline implementation is made as an
external marf� as a shortcut for the entire pipeline, but
it looses �exibility where one may want some of the
modules separately.
While constructing the pipeline in PD, one can have

the generic pipeline stages (e.g. a the mentioned ob-
jects marf_sl�, marf_pr�, marf_fe�, and marf_cl�),
with an extra parameter inlet for a symbolic name of
the speci�c algorithm (e.g. ��t�, �lpc�, �euclidean�, 'nn',
etc.). One can also have concrete module objects, e.g.
marf_fe_fft�, or just a reference to the concrete algo-
rithm (e.g. marf_fft�, marf_lpc�, marf_mahalanobis�,
etc.) independent from the pipeline for the general-
purpose use.
A complete list of the produced externals and con-

venience objects will be accompanied by the detailed
documentation of the contributed code to the PD com-
munity. Along with the externals an example applica-
tion patch will be provided.

4. INTERFACING MARF AND PD
A particularly interesting aspect is making the two

projects work with each other, primarily because MARF
is mostly written in Java, whereas PD is implemented in
C. There are two possible approaches to do that. First,
in order to interface the two, we use Java Native Inter-
face (JNI, [15], or its GNU equivalent, CNI [16]) that
allows Java programs to �talk� to programs written in
other languages, including C, and vice versa. Thus, we
create own JNI-based mechanism for invocation of the
JVM and marf.jar's classes from C. Alternatively, we
write externals directly in Java and tie them in to PD
through pdj [17] to manipulate PD objects. The follow-
ing is the description of the two approaches.

4.1 JNI
MARF PD implementation provides a library of exter-

nals for the mentioned algorithms, called marf.pd_linux2

according to the PD library naming conventions.
The process involves the following steps: creation of

the corresponding C-language wrappers of the MARF
modules destined for the inclusion as a PD externals li-
brary. The wrappers adhere to the PD coding standards
and the API, and internally, call the Java methods of
the MARF classes. From the JNI point of view this in-
volves starting up a JVM (if not started yet), looking
up class reference, getting the needed method identi�er,
and actually perform the call with appropriate param-
eters and gather the results, and pass them on to PD
outlets.

4.2 pdj
There is an external by Pascal Gauthier called pdj

that allows one to write Java code to interact with PD
objects [17]. Its API is entirely based on Cycling74
Max/MSP mxj object implementation. This helps Java
mxj objects to run on PD with pdj, but introduces an
additional dependency on the Cycling74 API (the ap-
propriate jar �les should be present) and advocates writ-
ing Java-based externals to manipulate PD objects. In
this paper, the approach and direction are slightly di�er-
ent: the Java objects to be �externals� are already pre-
written not as such elsewhere (MARF, which acts like
a blackbox), and the wrapper PD externals are written
in C and manipulate Java objects instead, and map the
results back to the PD objects with the MARF Java ob-
jects being unaware that they are invoked from PD. To
summarize, the di�erence is Java externals manipulate
PD objects in pdj vs. C wrapper externals manipulate
marf Java (via JNI) and PD (classical, via C) objects.
The latter approach allows calling the MARF classes
an objects regardless their number and extension, sym-
bolically, without having created wrapper Java classes.
Thus, the actual marf externals are technically written
C, just at some point of execution they invoke Java ob-
jects from marf.jar for the actual business logic.

2Linux is a start, but it is meant to be portable.



5. FUTURE WORK
The future work in this area will focus on polishing

and perfecting the MARF's externals and their inclusion
into PD along with other available externals there, the
MARFL language and UI design for MARF applications
and design of the new, innovative applications in both
projects based on the presented contributions.
Integration and cooperation with the authors of pdj

as well as PDMTL Abstractions [18] is planned to op-
timize and enrich the contribution e�orts. Speci�cally
for the former, while there exist the dependency on Cy-
cling74's API, is still worth investigating a version of
MARF patches that rely on pdj in order to compare its
performance with the current implementation and pos-
sibly make it interoperable with Max/MSP.

6. CONCLUSION
We believe this contribution to the PD and open-

source communities helps various multimedia and re-
seach projects in the �eld of audio processing, pattern
recognition, and beyond. There are not enough audio
recognition externals for PD, so MARF can contribute
its potential at no cost. Likewise, the graphical environ-
ment of PD can help prototyping MARF applications.
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